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LOAN-WORDS AND LEXICAL BORROWING IN ROMANCE

In this article a number of approaches to the study of loan-words and lexical borrowing, with particular reference to the Romance languages, are examined in the light of recent developments in this field. In the past the subject has been treated from both the synchronic and diachronic points of view, and, until recently, the two methods of approach had this much in common, that they tended to concentrate their attention on loan-words as evidence of borrowing, rather than on both the product and the processes involved in the act of transfer and subsequent diffusion. Moreover, the subject of loan-words has normally been treated in isolation, rather than in terms of other lexical problems, and in particular that of neologism as a whole. Lexicologists and semanticists have usually considered borrowing as an aspect of neologism ¹, and more recently this idea has been applied deliberately in the field of loan-word studies itself ².

The synchronic approach has been developed in the United States and applied specifically to the study of the lexical interchange between American Indian and immigrant languages on the one hand, and American English on the other ¹, in contexts which are predominantly oral and bilingual ⁴. This method of analysis classifies loan-words, the product of the process of linguistic borrowing, on the basis of purely formal criteria, and

the degree of morphemic substitution, and hence substitution of its phonemic form, which the model has undergone in the act of transfer to the recipient language. Little importance is attached to questions of meaning, and indeed the sense or senses are regarded simply as one of a number of means of differentiating between morphemes. According to both the basic scheme as proposed by Haugen, and the more detailed version developed by Weinreich, three types of loan are distinguished on the basis of a formal comparison of the model and the loan:

Loanwords, the product of the unanalyzed transfer of the morpheme and its phonemic form into the recipient language; e.g. Fr. *patache*, 1573, an oral borrowing of O. Sp. *pataxe* which entered the language from the north, via the Low Countries (Mod. Sp. *patache*, 1591 is a reborrowing from French);

Loanblends, the product of partial analysis of the model, resulting in the transfer of one or more morphemes and phonemic forms and the substitution of others. e. g. Fr. *alezan brûlé*, an oral, hybrid borrowing of Sp. *alazán tostado* (the unanalysed borrowing *alezan toustade*, 1611, is also found in French);

Loanshifts, the product of complete analysis, resulting in the total substitution of the morpheme and of its phonemic form in the recipient language. e. g. Fr. *pot-pourri*, 1564, a calque of Sp. *olla-podrida* (the Spanish compound also occurs as an unanalysed loan in some sixteenth and seventeenth century French texts).

In the bilingual situations to which it owes its development, this specialized descriptive method is particularly useful in assessing essentially synchronic factors, such as the precise degree of bilingualism, and the extent of lexical interpenetration, by means of a formal analysis of oral borrowings, but it has immediate limitations and disadvantages if applied in the European context. In the European languages in general and the Romance languages in particular, with the exception of some categories of technical terms 1 and a number of loan-words first attested in the
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mediaevalperiod1,themajorityofborrowingshavenotbeenmadeorally
inbilingualsituations, but have been transliterated from one written
language to another, and subsequently diffused through literary channels,
before reaching the spoken language where they then acquired a spelling
pronunciation.

In descriptive terms these borrowings would apparently be loanwords
according to Haugen's terminology, since transliteration from one written
language to another, even with minor orthographic adjustments, followed
by diffusion to the spoken language and the acquisition of a spelling
pronunciation, produces a result which superficially resembles, and is
in most cases indistinguishable from, the product of the transfer of the
morpheme and its phonemic form in an oral situation. Indeed, up to
this point, the products of both oral transfer of morphemes and trans-
literation can conveniently be regarded as similar, provided that the dif-
ferences between the processes involved are properly asserted.

In the case of lexical borrowing between the Romance languages,
however, it is at this stage that difficulties arise. Haugen suggests that
loanwords can be classified further, on the basis of the extent to which
substitution of individual phonemes has occurred in the transfer of the
morpheme and its phonemic form into the recipient language. Such a
criterion, however, can be applied satisfactorily only in the case of oral
borrowings, where the morpheme and its phonemic shape are imported
simultaneously, and any substitution of individual phonemes made in
the act of transfer. It cannot be applied to transliterated borrowings
which subsequently acquire a spelling pronunciation, and the majority of
loan-words in the Romance languages are of this type, because they are
the result of a specialized variety of morphemic transfer, consisting of
importation of the morpheme alone, without the simultaneous transfer

1. Because of the close formal similarities between the various Romance languages,
more especially during the early period of their independent history, and the develop-
ment of their orthographic conventions based on a Latin tradition, it is frequently im-
possible to decide whether a given loan-word in the Middle Ages is an oral, or a transliterated
borrowing, unless there is some specific indication of its probable oral origin or trans-
mission, such as the reproduction in the orthography of the recipient language of a
phonetic peculiarity of the model, or a phonetic characteristic of the language or dialect
of origin, or indeed, of an intermediary language or dialect. This distinction between
oral and learned borrowings, and oral and learned transmission, is of fundamental
importance in the study of loan-words in the Romance languages; cf. B. E. Vidos:
« Migrazione popolare e migrazione dotta », op. cit., p. 345-353.
of its phonemic form, but followed by the subsequent creation in the recipient language of a new phonemic form made up entirely of native phonemes. The result may resemble very closely the product of Haugen's transfer of the morpheme and its phonemic form with complete substitution of the individual phonemes in the recipient language, but once again the processes involved are completely different.

Haugen's method is particularly apt, however, when applied to two varieties of loan-word in the Romance languages: in the first place, the relatively small number of unanalyzed oral borrowings, where the morpheme and its phonemic shape have been transferred simultaneously, usually in a bilingual situation, and, secondly, semantic loans, Haugen's *loanshifts*, where direct importation of the phonemic form does not occur. With regard to hybrid borrowings in the Romance languages, Haugen's *loanblends*, which involve partial analysis and morphemic substitution, and partial unanalyzed morphemic transfer, when the borrowing in question is a transliteration, then the same reservations made in the case of loanwords apply to the partial morphemic transfer.

In Europe, the diachronic approach, almost traditional in language study in general and in lexical studies in particular, has, from the beginning, been applied to loan-words as examples of the cultural interchange between the modern European languages; inevitably this has brought about the relegation and neglect of the formal aspect of borrowing. Formally, loan-words, whatever their source, have usually been treated, implicitly at least, as learned or semi-learned forms, depending on the period of their first appearance in the language concerned, and the extent of their participation in its subsequent phonetic evolution, on a par with those taken from the classical languages, that is, in the first instance as transliterations with minor orthographic adaptations or modifications. Indeed in the majority of historical studies of loan-words, there is no systematic treatment of the formal aspects, and any comments of this kind which happen to be included, will normally be found as illustrations of other points, in a section dealing with the identification and isolation of loan-words on the basis of phonetic criteria. From the outset, the exclusively diachronic method has created problems of its own, problems and shortcomings of which its users were frequently

1. This aspect has been developed in detail in the Romance context; cf. T. E. Hope: «An Analysis of Semantic Borrowing», in *Essays presented to C. M. Girdlestone*, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1960, p. 125-141.
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aware\(^1\), and which have culminated in recent years in expressions of doubt as to whether in fact it has ever been really adequate\(^2\).

This diachronic approach was merely a specialization of the historical methods which already prevailed, to the virtual exclusion of all others, in lexical and philological studies, and which eventually gave rise to Brunot's well-known and frequently quoted dictum that «chaque mot a son histoire», and its development that words in general and loan-words in particular are «témoin de l'histoire»\(^3\). As a result, loan-words were interpreted and studied on the basis of non-linguistic criteria, and came to be regarded as essentially historical, cultural, or social symbols, which form part of the vocabulary and yet remain in some way distinct from its indigenous elements. Consequently the eliciting of the causes of individual borrowings was inseparable from the study of the loan-words themselves, and, once identified, these causes were expressed in correlated non-linguistic terms as historical, cultural, social and psychological stimuli.

Historical loan-word studies of this type, which usually deal with two of the major European languages in terms of the influence which one has had upon the other, attempt to assess the contribution which one has made to the vocabulary of the other, with the emphasis very much on the contributing as opposed to the recipient language, the lexis of the latter being frequently regarded as a repository from which the loan-words must be reclaimed for scrutiny and explanation. Once isolated in this way from the remainder of the vocabulary, they are interpreted almost exclusively in the light of non-linguistic criteria.

A broad division of loan-words into two types, based essentially on non-linguistic criteria, but at the same time still at least partially valid in lexical terms, sets up an opposition of «technical loans» and «non-technical loans»\(^4\), which was later developed into the better known

---

opposition of «necessary loans» and «luxury loans». However the difficulties involved in any attempt at the stringent application of this arbitrary, subjective, and generally illusory distinction were evident from the outset, and led to attempts to solve the problems raised by the application of equally arbitrary and unsatisfactory modifications and refinements, as well as to the creation of more subtle but similarly motivated divisions.

Once isolated from the remainder of the vocabulary of the recipient language, the loan-words were classified, again on non-linguistic grounds, into semantic or onomasiological categories. These were then grouped together under more general headings according to a system normally devised specifically for the case under review, but which, nevertheless, remained more or less applicable, with minor modifications, to others. That these two-tiered semantic classifications were both arbitrary and personal interpretations, may be seen by comparing two near-contemporary treatments of the same subject by different scholars.

In recent years, however, an ad hoc classification of loan-words into onomasiological or semantic categories has been applied with justification in cases where the lexical influence of one language upon another has been limited to a small number of clearly delimited spheres. A refinement, no

1. E. Tappolet: op. cit., p. 53-58 makes the distinction between Belüfnslehnwörter and Luxuslehnwörter, but remains aware of its limitations.
4. Cf., for example, D. Behrens: Über deutsches Sprachgut im Französischen, Giessen, 1923, and Über englisches Sprachgut im Französischen, Giessen, 1927; both works are reviewed by F. Mossé in Les Langues Modernes, 1928, p. 512-513.
LESS ARBITRARY AND SUBJECTIVE IN ITS CONCEPTION, AND STILL FIRMLY BASED ON NON-LINGUISTIC CRITERIA, WAS INTRODUCED BY THE DUTCH LINGUIST J. J. SALVERDA DE GRAVE, AND EMPLOYED BY HIM AND HIS FOLLOWERS. HIS SCHEME REQUIRED THE ISOLATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF LOAN-WORDS INTO SEMANTIC OR ONOMASIOPHORITICAL CATEGORIES, AND THE SUBSEQUENT ARRANGEMENT OF THESE CATEGORIES INTO A HIERARCHY WHICH REFLECTED A PROGRESSION FROM THE MOST GENERAL TO THE MOST INTIMATE AND PERSONAL INFLUENCES. HOWEVER, THE INTRODUCTION OF ANY KIND OF CLASSIFICATION OF LOAN-WORDS WAS IN ITSELF AN IMPORTANT INNOVATION, SINCE IT HAD BEEN THE PRACTICE IN EARLIER WORKS SIMPLY TO LIST THEM ALPHABETICALLY, OR, WHEN MORE THAN ONE SOURCE WAS TREATED, ALPHABETICALLY BY LANGUAGE OF ORIGIN; EVEN SO, IT WAS NOT AN INNOVATION WHICH WAS IMMEDIATELY OR UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTED. THE HOPE WAS AT LEAST IMPLICIT IN THIS PROPOSAL OF A GENERALLY APPLICABLE SCHEME, THAT ITS USE WOULD EVENTUALLY FACILITATE A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE BORROWED VOCABULARY OF THE EUROPEAN LANGUAGES, THEREBY PROVIDING A SOURCE FROM WHICH GENERAL HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONCLUSIONS MIGHT BE DRAWN, AND INDEED SOME INTERESTING PRELIMINARY RESULTS WERE OBTAINED.

THE PURELY DIACHRONIC STUDY OF LOAN-WORDS WHICH HAVE BEEN TOTALLY ISOLATED FROM THE REST OF THE VOCABULARY, RAISES PROBLEMS AND DIFFICULTIES WHICH CAN BE SOLVED ONLY BY THE APPLICATION OF SYNCHRONIC CRITERIA, THE

introduction of which has the advantage of completely re-orientating the whole question, posing it in terms of the lexical needs of the recipient language rather than motivation in the source language, and rendering the rigid separation of borrowed and other elements of the lexis impossible. This change of emphasis from the exporting to the importing language has become characteristic of recent studies 1.

The first and perhaps most important of these problems was one of definition. Whatever the source, a diachronic list of words of foreign origin in any language will contain, in addition to those loans which have been assimilated into the vocabulary, any number of ephemeral and peripheral loans, such as hapax, including many exoticisms, individual bilingual creations and mots livresques, which remain in a state of suspended animation in relation to the rest of the vocabulary. Whilst the list remains valid in purely diachronic terms, the two categories can be separated only by the application of synchronic, lexical and semantic criteria, which establish a distinction between what has been described as the attempt at borrowing and the assimilated or definitive loan 2.

Scholars were conscious of this synchronic distinction 3, and, for a while at least, as the titles of some studies indicate, a partially successful attempt was made to differentiate loan-words (Lehnwörter) from foreign words (Fremdwörter), though an absolute, systematic distinction was neither intended or achieved, the two terms being used in complementary juxtaposition to obtain global coverage of the field 4.

Closer scrutiny of the definitive loans from a particular source reveals that few if any are, or ever have been, precisely synonymous with any

---

1. Cf., for example, M. de Paiva Bolôo: O problema da importação de palavras e o estudo dos estrangeirismos (em especial dos francesismos) em português, Coimbra, 1965; B. E. Vidos: op. cit.
2. B. E. Vidos: «Les termes techniques et l'emprunt», op. cit., p. 355-378, q. v., p. 370-371, where the terms tentative d'emprunt as opposed to emprunt définitif are introduced. This synchronic opposition firmly re-establishes borrowing as an essentially lexical process and a form of neologism, since equally valid, parallel, distinctions may be made in precisely the same fashion in the case of other neological processes, e. g. tentative de création : création définitive ; tentative de dérivation : dérivation définitive.
4. Cf., for example, R. Ruppert: op. cit. and A. Kroll: Die französischen Lohn-und Fremdwörter in der englischen Sprache der Restaurationzeit, Breslau, 1939. For further examples, and for examples of the otherwise interchangeable use of these two terms v. L. Deroy: op. cit., p. 345-425.
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other term in the recipient language, a fact which at once calls into question the charge of unnecessary duplication so frequently levelled by the purists. The present writer has studied over six hundred examples of Hispanisms in French, from the late eleventh century to the present day, without encountering a single demonstrable case of such synonymy, although a few cases of homoionymy do occur, and a similar statement has recently been made concerning a larger Romance sample of some three thousand loanwords, representing the lexical interchange between French and Italian from the twelfth to the nineteenth centuries 1. Indeed, on the basis of these two samples, the traditional distinction between necessary and luxury loans would appear to be invalidated, since everything points to all the loans in question being necessary ones. In fact, the only real value of this distinction in lexical terms lies in equating it with the opposition between definitive loans and attempts at borrowing.

The introduction of many of the definitive borrowings corresponds to an innovation in the material world, and since the two processes are parallel, it is loans of this type which can be interpreted most satisfactorily in cultura-lexical terms. Lexically, they are mere additions to the vocabulary, and their assimilation causes few, if any, repercussions beyond an occasional extension of the range of a generic term. French borrowings from Spanish provide numerous examples of these concomitant loans 2, many of which denote previously unknown commodities brought back to Europe by the early explorers and colonialists of Central and South America; for example, French patate, tomate, tabac, whilst others indicate phenomena which belong essentially to the New World, such as French ouragan and volcan. Similar loans of more specifically European origin include French castagnette, guitare, and sarabande.

Yet other loan-words, however, do not denote outright innovations in the material world but rather new or revised concepts resulting from the continuous process of reappraisal in the conceptual sphere. Such borrowings can still be interpreted to some extent, but by no means entirely, in terms of a cultural and lexical parallel, since they are, in


2. The term préstamos concomitantes is first used by J. H. Terlingen: op. cit., p. 30 and is preferable to any other so far proposed.
addition, motivated internally by the need to express and differentiate the revised concept. The lexical repercussions of the introduction of such loan-words are more far-reaching, since this normally sets up a chain reaction of restriction, extension, and differentiation of meaning amongst terms of similar or related sense. An example is the borrowing of French brave in the fifteenth century, from both Spanish and Italian sources, to express new noble virtues which were conceived as being quite different from the essentially feudal ones previously denoted by preux, fier, etc. ¹.

Finally, there is usually a small, but significant minority of loan-words which cannot be made to fit satisfactorily into any semantic or onomasiological category, nor can the causes of their being borrowed be adequately explained either in purely cultural, historical or social terms, or in a combination of these and lexical terms, because they are neither extrinsic, nor extrinsic and intrinsic, but purely intrinsic, and can, therefore, be elicited only by the application of synchronic criteria to the vocabulary of the recipient language. The purely lexical motivation of a number of Italianisms in French has been amply demonstrated, and expressed in terms of the comparative defectiveness of an existing sign, and the comparative efficiency of the loan-word ². The same can be done for a number of French borrowings from Spanish, one such being the sixteenth century loan embarrasser, 1574 ‘to block, encumber’ < Sp. embarazar. When first introduced into French, this loan-word expressed a concept previously denoted by Fr. empêcher, the earliest senses of which are ‘to restrain’ and ‘to encumber’ in a physical sense. By the fifteenth century, it had acquired the additional senses of ‘to embarrass, put in a difficult situation’ and ‘to prevent’. As a result of its reflexive use in the sense of ‘to encumber’, it came to mean ‘to busy, occupy’ in the sixteenth century, when it also continued to mean ‘to resist’, ‘to oppose’ and ‘to prevent’. Fr. empêcher, therefore, became inefficient in some contexts requiring the sense ‘to encumber’, because of the difficulty of differentiating it from other transitive senses. Consequently, Fr. embarasser ‘to encumber’ quickly established itself, though examples of Fr. empêcher in this sense are still found in the seventeenth century ³.

³. Only a bare outline of the development of Fr. empêcher is given; for further details cf. *FEW*, IV, p. 579–580.
This method of studying and interpreting loan-words has a number of important advantages. It makes their isolation from the rest of the vocabulary of the recipient language impossible, at the same time rendering any scheme for their rigorous overall classification into semantic or onomasiological categories on the basis of non-linguistic criteria completely irrelevant, however useful such a grouping may be on a limited scale for the concomitant loans. The dangers and misconceptions which may arise from an attempt to discuss and interpret a partially, or fully lexically motivated borrowing solely in non-linguistic terms have been dealt with elsewhere 1.

Consideration of the lexical aspect of loan-words, where appropriate, helps to re-establish borrowing in its rightful place as a form of neologism. Too often in the past it has been regarded as a special case, dependent on external, rather than internal motivation 2, and as a result, loan-words themselves have been treated as peculiar and particularly unstable examples of the process 3. A more general examination of the three linguistic situations dealt with above, which are concerned with the lexical solution of problems arising from material innovation, conceptual reappraisal, and the replacement of a lexically defective unit of the vocabulary, would show that in many other precisely similar cases the solution has been provided, not by borrowing, but by the creation of a neologism from the internal resources of the language concerned.

The advantage in the adoption of a method which is essentially diachronic, yet at the same time synchronically orientated, diachronic synchrony as it has been called 4, is that it permits a far more flexible approach in its concentration on the act of transfer and its lexical consequences, allowing the application of as many different kinds of analysis and interpretation as are appropriate to the individual examples. In the Romance languages, it in no way precludes the simultaneous interpretation of some loan-words on the basis of the culturo-lexical parallel, others in both cultural and lexical terms, and yet others in purely lexical

terms; at the same time, its validity is not impaired by the application of purely formal criteria of analysis to both oral and semantic loans, nor by the use of the technique of organic etymology ¹.

Above all, by re-establishing borrowing as an aspect of neologism, and studying individual loan-words in their lexical context, this method brings the subject firmly within the orbit of semantics. It is in a position to make substantial contributions to this science, since the study of the lexical borrowing within the history of a given language, which over a long period may result in lexical renovation ², provides a wealth of precisely documented evidence which is invaluable in the study of semantic change. Of equal importance are the results of the comparative study of borrowings between two or more languages, and in this field the lexical interchange between the Romance languages provides a source of hitherto relatively untapped material.

Belfast.

K. A. GODDARD.

1. Ibid., p. 375-378.